BOOTHS 150, 151, and 152

Join Duotech Services at the
F-16 & Proven Aircraft Worldwide Review
Duotech Services attends the F-16 and Proven TCG Worldwide Review as a premiere Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul
(MRO) vendor supporting end users in a variety of ways. Our showcases include repair support capabilities, maintenance testing
solutions, and system-level upgrades designed to offer customers affordable, effective solutions to their unique needs. At the 2018
WWR, DSI will again be at booths 150, 151, and 152. We will be providing periodic updates and additional information on our
booth showcases leading up to the show, so visit this page regularly to stay informed!

Duotech Booths are 150, 151, and 152 on the Second Floor.
Delta Radar

The DELTA solution provides
upgrades to existing Fire Control
RADARs such as the APG-66 /
68, APQ-153 / 159 and more. The
benefit of DELTA upgrade includes
modern signal processing technology
replacing 30-40 year old electronics
resulting in longer detection ranges,
elimination of obsolete parts and longer RADAR life.

DeltaRadar.DuotechServices.com

ARES Radar

Duotech’s ARES AESA RADAR is customizable for a variety of fighter and trainer aircraft.
Duotech utilizes leading-edge, high-density
microwave components to produce a versatile
RADAR with compact, high-performance
computing in 3U VPX. Custom solutions
tailored and optimized to your aircraft’s profile
result in a price point far less than the competition.

ARES.DuotechServices.com

NEMESIS – Advance Your 4th Generation Fighter

RADAR

The Nemesis is a custom-tailored airborne RADAR designed to conform to your aircraft’s
space and power requirements. With budget constraints in mind, DSI can integrate the
Nemesis radar without costly aircraft modifications, all while providing a very capable radar
solution.
Nemesis RADAR was designed by taking the best and most current technology available
and pairing it with the knowledge of U.S. Navy Top Gun and U.S. Air Force Weapons
School instructors. By leveraging the knowledge gained by thousands of hours of tactical
flight operations by these pilots, the Nemesis RADAR has captured the lessons learned of
pilot behavior and interface to provide performance comparable to 4th and 5th Generation
Aircraft.

Nemesis.DuotechServices.com

ARGUS – Radar Warning Receiver
The ARGUS Radar
Warning System is
a highly affordable
digital threat detection
system designed for
a variety of platforms
and applications. The
standard system provides
4-6 channels in 8GHz11GHz or 2GHz to 18GHz.

ARGUS.DuotechServices.com

ARTES - Advanced Reconfigurable Test and Emulation System
Automated Test Equipment (ATE)
solutions allow for rapidly move
between testing different assembly
applications by simply changing
cables. Provide your maintenance
group with a compact, economic
testing solution. Do more and spend
less.

ARTES.DuotechServices.com

For more details click http://TCG.DuotechServices.com
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